
LENGTHS OF FACE 

 

 

         Taxiing out the now much anticipated chief 

 

tents shone forth in the ratings, the polls 

 

           hyssop release informants gathered a hub 

 

          sparkling the several tongue pressed waves on flats 

 

                                    and hoisting yourself up to sea-level 

July culprits slipping thanks under the door elected a capitol, to build you 

the final ladder, extending horizon stepwise into the suspension of an error 

a 16 oz. beer camera adjusting transmitted absence of questions 

with this afternoon’s hiatus following up on last year’s disaster: the flowers. 

Your inclusions set not to limit the probability knelling mug, the mind 

departing its nest slings a kind of “seeing-eye-brush,” whirring off its own imagination 

as it hooks, dips, polishes then levels out, and you watch it ski up a slope to which nothing 

sticks, because it’s all here. Gathering inertia, this roundness designates 

new outskirts along which the arrangements will collapse, and so are charged 

with possibilities bleeding through the ruins: here they stretch themselves out into fresh 

lines of power, only to veto those extensions later, and so continuing on like this, 

forever in favor of an experience that renews itself after each outburst, you 

are granted free admission to the sacred flax lotto chamber, every last intoxicated fiber of your body 

suffused and assaulted by the indifference of the fiscal year 

rolling out its cycles, as it begins to display a majesty belonging to the 3rd 

property of light: a fluidity sustained far beyond cause . . . 

 

           switching on their costumes to go 

 

           They rise, fuse, then disperse in dovetailing bands 

 

           propellers blowing accord into lilac 

 

a spouting felon 

 

                         wind: an assorting tilt through the stalks 

 



 

. . . there is a mind to this edifice, gliding as it builds 

itself up, the privacy statement grown of 

           cardboard and corrugated shrieks, an imperiling calm. 

 

                        And the lands shift key rising to greet you 

                        beside the self-destructing desk, 

            where you stand as if no place at all, a tolling beam.  

 

Prefiguring the idea is a receptionists art, 

running photo-charged palm of your hand over stucco 

you ring up a portfolio of sensations. 

And in passing the moment has nothing to say, 

its withdrawn slogan loaning an unexpected sense of pleasure, to be 

immersed like that in blankness, as if the storm left out, 

was in fact only a ceramic tub in disguise: the jumbo mind 

emptying statements from its vacuum-cased module. But pasting up 

light here and there it seems is a personality, the indexing slant 

no more than tines that swept the canvas with a remark; 

and in this fashion you come to grow up with the circulation of the mail, a tray 

painted onto the night it displays, to single out a length 

of face that is yours, this suspended arc of flowering that fits you 

into your own climate, like a space suit . . .  

 

         or stripe 

 

          chance helmet 

 

                                      shaken 

                                      upon its illumined stem, 

                                      the flickering bulb, 

                                      your gaze attracting participants 

                                      along a flashing arc 

                                      dotted lines of information thrill the visor, 

                                      to fix 

                                      its open invitation, 

 

                                      a visitor 

                                  


